


The Inside is a dream, a plan, a vision for a space in 

Tunbridge Wells, Kent. 

It’s a bold vision that weaves our coffee culture together 

with mind, body and soul play. A space where we 

can dwell on some happy news, immerse ourselves 

in a podcast and explore soul-changing therapies and 

interventions. All wrapped together with exceptional food, 

coffee and juices. 

We want to create a place that pampers, nurtures 

and inspires. A place we can be with ourselves, with 

each other and with strangers. A place where people 

can come with young ones, old ones or their own 

headspace. 

The dream is to offer a destination that can connect. 

Connect to create the very best of ourselves. 



The Inside is nestled in a stunning park in the 

heart of Tunbridge Wells, Kent. Hidden from the 

traffic, the bustle of the high street. 

It sits away from our daily life, allows us to take a 

breath surrounded by nature and provides a rare 

mid-town peace. 

The building has come from a history of skilled 

play – once a former bowls pavilion, the lawn 

has been transformed into a glorious, explorative 

playground designed and implemented by Jennette 

Emery-Wallis. Now the pavilion sits awaiting its new 

destination and future. 



From the moment you enter - you are uplifted, you are 

welcomed. Taken away from the moment before and 

brought into the here and now.

 

From the décor, crafted by the talented Justine Barker 

of Barker Design, to the hosting. Our vision is to curate 

an environment that draws you in, engages your eyes, 

inspires your mind and relaxes your body. 

The space will support the vision, with intentions and 

affirmations burnt into the wooden tables or sign written 

on the bathroom mirror. Headphones loaded with 

podcasts selected to inspire, support and motivate the 

listener. Stones of wisdom on hand, free, for people to 

pick up, dwell on and take away.

The Interior will reflect our desire to nurture, inspire and 

pamper all who visit.



The Inside needs to be sustainable – to ensure that 

the space is here in years to come to continue helping, 

building and supporting future generations. 

Whilst the venue will be free for practitioners and 

teachers to use (with them offering a space on their 

course or class free to those on lower incomes), revenue 

will be generated through the retail and food and 

beverage arm of the business. 

Pricing will be fair, driven by product quality and business 

sustainability and not by excessive margins. Loyalty is 

a given and quality in all areas, an absolute certainty. 

Creative workshops, yoga classes, fitness groups, 

meditation courses, youth club, acupuncture sessions, 

women’s circles and men’s squares, counselling and life 

coaching – the calendar will be curated to give our 

mind, our body, our soul the exercise and input it needs 

to become the best of us.



LET’S MAKE IT HAPPEN

To create this space, to serve this old building in the best way we know how, we 

need help. We need to raise £12,000. It feels like a mountain. A gigantic cloud topped 

mountain. But we do believe it can happen, that it can be realised. Because when 

people come together, when communities weave as one, when businesses join the 

force, mountains can be moved. 

We are launching a rewards-based crowdfunding page to help reach this target and 

need every inch of support to realise it. We’re not asking for something for nothing, we 

have lined up some amazing rewards for funders – including products for the pocket-

money youth crew, to vouchers for the parential gang and tickets for the music fan.. 

I.t’s a fund to create The Inside and benefit the funding community.

Without the support, our vision could remain just that. The space could become 

just another park café. We are calling on everyone, everybody, everybeing to create 

this space. A space focused on the mental and physical wealth of our community, 

regardless of income, situation and background.


